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the first duty of government: protection, liberty and the ... - first duty of government clause. it also was
implicit in the due process clause, which was under-stood in the classical tradition to guarantee the protection
of law to an economic survey 2017-18 - swachh bharat kosh - (v) acknowledgements the economic
survey is a result of teamwork and collaboration. contributions to the survey from the economic division and
office of cea include: archana mathur, sanjeev sanyal, h.a.c. prasad, a. s. sachdeva, rajasree ray, arun kumar,
antony economic survey 2016-17 - indiabudget - preface last year, to its dismay, the economic division of
the ministry of finance – the authors of this economic survey – discovered that there is indeed a higher form of
flattery than imitation: brazen pirating, and that
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